
WHAT IS IT?

Ordering from AmazonFresh has never been easier. Amazon Dash provides 

an innovative, easy-to-use and fun shopping experience for you and your 

household. All you have to do is get a hold of this gadget, say, “Apples,” 

or scan any product to add the item to your shopping list. Since Amazon 

Dash connects to your home Wi-Fi network and AmazonFresh account, 

you can instantly view the product added on your PC or any mobile device 

to complete your purchase and schedule a delivery. Having a reliable 

shopping assistant that you can keep on your kitchen counter or hang on the 

refrigerator makes shopping a very fast and interesting experience.

DETAILS

Product Website: https://fresh.amazon.com/dash/ 

Product Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFYs9zqYpdM

Release Date: Apr 4, 2014 

Usage Data: Limited beta

Key Features: laser barcode scanner, microphone, integration with 

AmazonFresh, sturdy design for messy kitchen hands

Keywords: IOT, Home Automation, Amazon Dash, Dash

Platform/Tech: Wi-Fi, Android app, iOS app

More info: Android Police article        The Verge article

5 SECOND SUMMARY

A laser barcode scanner from Amazon for select AmazonFresh users. The 

Dash simplifies your at home shopping experience.

8NINTHS INSIGHTS

8NINTHS DEEP DIVE

Amazon Dash

Subscribe to future 8ninths Deep Dives

I think they’re on to something. Every time I’m running low on groceries, 

I grab dash. It’s faster than writing on a list or tinkering with my phone 

or laptop. I find myself scanning everything, whether it’s available from 

Amazon Fresh or not and I’m sure that data isn’t going unnoticed. — JESS

Barcode & QR code scanners are more prevalent in Asian countries than 

Western countries. It will be interesting to see what other applications 

pop up for Dash-like scanners. Maybe scan your food to determine 

calories? — WILLIAM
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https://fresh.amazon.com/dash/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aFYs9zqYpdM
http://www.androidpolice.com/2014/04/04/amazon-introduces-dash-shopping-accessory-adds-integration-to-amazon-fresh-android-app/
http://www.theverge.com/2014/4/4/5582932/amazon-announces-dash-barcode-scanner-microphone-for-amazonfresh
http://eepurl.com/kHo21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-FBrQYv8Zn0

